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The " drop " tesis were made at the drop-off edge E (Fig 154),
the plunger beyond and in the lower pit being so placed that the
plunger-head A may be elevated to give <c drop " distances varying
from 0 to 3 in. The plunger could also be moved away from the
edge E any distance to receive the blow of the wheel as it jumped
various distances depending upon the speed of the truck. The J-in.
copper cylinder, previously mentioned, was placed under each
plunger in order to secure data from both types of tests during one
passage of the truck.
The impact of only the left rear wheel was measured. A bridge
was placed over each plunger-head to protect it from the front
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fig. 154.—section* showing special concrete road construction
with apparatus for impact tests.   (U.S.A.)
wheel. As this wheel passed, the bridge was jerked out, leaving the
plunger-head clear to receive the impact of the rear wheel.
* The speed of the truck is regarded as one of the most important
factors and one which is subject to more traffic rules than any other.
The speed values, therefore, in miles per hour, have been made the
independent variable in most of the tests.
Trucks or lorries of different weights and capacities have been
used in these tests. The experimental results obtained have been
plotted on no fewer than 133 ch&rts.' In several cases during the
test it was noted that certain oscillations set up by the front wheel
striking the obstruction were sufficient to change materially the
impact of the rear wheel. The tests show the deformation of various
kinds and conditions of tyres employed relative to load, and indicate
clearly the high elastic value of the cushion and the low value of
•worn solid tyres : fortunately solid tyres have gone out of fashion*
e» In the obstruction tests a considerable^change is shown in that,
impact value» but only a slight, change ia tyre deflection. Naturally

